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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we suggest an integrated approach for the development of a base stock
inventory control policy in serial production systems with certain stochastic features. The
stochastic features include Poisson demand process, random processing times and yield
problem. We assume that there are several products to be produced in the system.
Research activities are three fold: (l) Lot sizing and estimation of transit times through
production stages (2) Developing the analytical model for base stock inventory control
policy (3) Approximate optimization ofbase stock levels using a heuristic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction And Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
The production, use or the distribution of inventories are activities in which almost all
organizations are involved. On the average, 30% of current assets and 90 % of the
working capital of a typical company in the United States are invested in inventories
(Silver and Peterson, 1985). Thus, the inventory management has become one of the key
issues to be addressed for a business to survive.
A multi-echelon inventory system is a network of inventory holding facilities organized
into different echelons. Goods flow from one facility to another at a lower echelon. A
major issue in the design of a multi-echelon inventory system is how to manage the flow
of inventories so as to balance different considerations, such as economies of scale,
inventory carrying cost, and service level.
A common example of a multi-echelon system is one with a number of retail outlets
which directly satisfy customer demand. These retailers act as customers for a higher
level wholesale or production operation. There could be more than two layers of echelons
in the system. There has been particular interest in this type of multi-echelon distribution
system. A production example of a multi-echelon inventory system is the one in which
several final products are made in a common production facility. Inter-stage inventories
decoupling the production stages are viewed as the levels of a multi-echelon inventory
system.
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The basic functions of an inventory policy are to determine (1) how often to review the
inventory status, (2) how much to order, (3) when to place an order. The review interval,
the order quantity, and the reorder level ( inventory position at which an order must be
placed) are usually designated by R, Q and s respectively. The inventory policies are
either continuous review policies, such as (s,Q) policy ( where an order of size Q is
placed when the inventory position falls to or below s ), or periodic review policies like
the (R,S) policy (where an order is placed each R units of time to bring the inventory up
to a value S). In multi-echelon systems, ordering decisions at a certain level of the
hierarchy determine the demand at the next higher level. Because of this demand and
supply dependency, any good inventory policy should be a coordinated one.
Some of the reasons that have made multilevel inventory control problems difficult
relative to single level ones can be summarized as follows;
1) The demand process : The demand process and the inventory policy at one
level of a multilevel system determine the demand process at the next higher level. Thus,
even if the lowest level has a well behaved demand process, the supply and demand
process will be more complex as we move up the hierarchy.
2) Treatment of shortages: Shortages at one level can cause shortages at lower
levels.
3) Simultaneous optimization: Optimality is rarely achieved by determining the
optimal policy at each level separately because of the demand and the shortage
dependencies mentioned above.
4) Computing requirements: Due to its complexities, an analysis of the multilevel
problem requires much more computational effort than a single level problem.
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There are several structures of multilevel inventories and many ways to organize and
control these structures. In this thesis, we are concerned with base stock inventory control
policy development in serial production systems. with some stochastic features such as,
random processing time, demand and yield. The base stock control policy prescribes that
each production stage start production whenever the associated inventory level drops to
or below a predetennined base stock level and stop production when the inventory level
reaches the base stock level. Thus, this policy implies continuous review. This type of
policy can be classified as a "pull" system because replenishment orders are pulled down
by the lower echelons from their replenishment sources.
The base stock control policy requires that only a single parameter, base stock level, be
detennined and results in a limited amount of communication between echelons.
Fredergruen and Zipkin (1986 a,b) show that a base stock policy is optimal for
capacitated single-stage systems. Clark and Scarf (1960) establish the optimality of base-
stock policies in serial, uncapacitated multistage systems. Finally, Veatch and Wein
(1994) show experimentally that base-stock policies are often close to optimal for a class
of two-stage capacitated systems. These results, and the ease of implementation, made us
decide to develop an approach to find base-stock inventory control policy for serial
production systems.
We also needed to make multi-item lot sizing decisions at each echelon level which yield
transit times at each production stage. These transit times are necessary inputs in
developing a base stock control policy in our approach. Hence, we devote the first part of
the solution procedure to the lot sizing decision.
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1.2 Literature review
For the lot sizing part of our approach we adopted a modified version of a method
presented by Kannarkar et al. (1992). They suggest multi-item batching heuristics which
try to minimize the queuing delays in a single server queuing system with Poisson
arrivals of multiple items and general service time. They approximate multiple Poisson
arrivals with a single arrival stream from a Poisson distribution and, thus, the system is
characterized as MIG/I. They claim that taking the minimization of queuing delays of
the batches as the objective in batching yields better results in terms of cash flow
compared to the conventional trade offbetween setup and inventory holding cost. Further
discussion on this method is given in chapter 3.
In the remainder of this chapter, relevant literature on multilevel inventory control is
discussed. First, we introduce some literature on general muti-echelon systems and, then,
discuss research on serial systems.
1.2.1 General multi-echelon systems
In the area of multi-echelon inventory control, systems with deterministic demand have
been studied for the last three decades. The problem studied often is a two echelon
problem; the, so called, one-warehouse n-retailer problem. Schwarz (1973) proved that if
an optimal policy exists, then it has to satisfy the following conditions;
1. Deliveries are made to the warehouse only when the warehouse has zero
inventory and at least one retailer has zero inventory.
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2. Deliveries are made to any given retailer only when that retailer has zero
inventory.
3. All deliveries that are made to any given retailer between successive deliveries
to the warehouse are of equal size.
He also suggested some heuristic procedures for determining the lot sizes at each retailer
and at the warehouse. His policies were nested stationary policies ( anested policy is one
where each facility orders each time its immediate supplier does and perhaps at other
times too, while a stationary policy is one where each facility orders at equally spaced
points in the time and in equal amounts ). Up on testing of these heuristics against
analytical lower bounds, he found that they gave near optimal solutions.
Graves and Schwarz (1977) examined optimal and near-optimal continuous reVIew
policies for deterministic arborescent inventory systems ( where an echelon inventory
point can be supplied only by a single echelon inventory point, while it can supply more
than one echelon inventories). They extended the conditions for optimality developed by
Schwarz (1973).
Roundy (1985) examined one-warehouse n-retailer problems where the demand is
constant and there is linear holding cost. In his literature review he mentions that optimal
policies seem to be very difficult to compute. He came up with a new class of policies
and proved that the cost of a policy in this class is within 2 % of the optimal solution.
Park and Kim (1987) developed an inventory model for two echelon distribution systems
assuming periodic ordering at both levels and a constant, deterministic demand. Johnson
and Silver (1987) examined the redistribution at the lower level echelon ( branch
warehouses) due to out of balance inventory. The redistribution they considered is a
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complete redistribution of all lower level facility inventories one period before the order
cycle. Muckstadt and Roundy (1987) studied the problem of coordinating the purchase
and shipment of items in a one-warehouse, n-retailer system. Their model includes
positive echelon holding cost, fixed cost for ordering and shipping each-item, and a fixed
joint item order cost. They also assumed that a stationary nested policy is followed.
Finally, Williams (1981) discusses seven heuristic algorithms used for deterministic
distribution scheduling in arborescent networks and joint deterministic production
distribution scheduling in conjoined assembly arborescent networks.
In multilevel inventory distribution systems under probabilistic demand, work again has
been mostly on the one-warehouse, n-retailer problem. Federgruen and Zipkin (1984a)
considered a central depot supplying several locations. Assuming that the central depot
carries no inventory, they developed a dynamic programming model to minimize the
expected total cost. Deuermeyer and Schwarz (1981) developed an analytical model for
estimating the expected fill rate for a one-warehouse, n-retailer system as a function of
the system parameters. This model was based on an exact, single facility (R,Q) model of
Hadley and Whitin (1963). Rosenaum (1981) developed a heuristic model which
combines the service levels at the two echelons. This heuristic minimizes the company
safety stock, while ensuring that a specific percentage of the customer demand will be
filled from on hand inventory. Sand (1981) developed two methods for predicting the
demand on the secondary level. He compared his results to the data obtained from
simulation and concluded that the results are quite accurate.
Svoronos and Zipkin (1991) published an approach to approximate the system
performance measures in an arborescent multi-echelon system. They assume stochastic
transit times of the parts between echelons and a Poisson demand process arising at the
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lowest echelon. They considered the base stock control policy. We adopt their approach
in this paper to estimate the system performance measure for a given set of base stock
levels since the approach has the closest set of assumption to those of our problem. More
explanations of this approach is given in chapter 4. Zipkin (1991) extends this approach
to allow compound Poisson demand distribution.
1.2.2 Serial Systems
There has been relatively less work done on particular serial systems compared to the
work for general multi-echelon systems. Clark and Scarf (1960) published one of the first
papers on serial and assembly inventory systems. Their model dealt with periodic review
policies under stochastic demand. They presented the echelon inventory and echelon
inventory holding cost concepts for the first time. They assumed constant demand
originating at the lower level only. They also assumed the cost of purchasing and
shipping of an item to be linear without any setup cost. The only exception to this
assumption was at the highest echelon where a setup cost is permitted. Clark and Scarf
(1962) also give an approximate solution to a two-level problem with setup cost at both
levels. Their results only apply to finite horizon problems. Federgruen and Zipkin
(1984b) extend the Clark and Scarf (1960) approach to infinite horizon problems to find
an optimal solution for a two-level serial system and approximate policies for a two-level
arborescent system.
Debodt and Graves (1985) present a continuous review inventory model for a multistage
serial inventory system where the demand for the end item is stochastic and stationary.
They provide approximate performance measures under a nestedness assumption ;
whenever a stage receives a shipment a batch must be send to its downstream stage.
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Bardinelli (1992) studies installation ( R,Q ) policies in serial systems with Poisson
demand. By assuming that the inventory position at each stage is non-negative, he
provides exact, long-run average holding and backorder cost expressions. Glasserman and
Tayur (1996) present an approximation for serial production-inventory system with
limited capacity. They assumed fixed lead times. They adopt a base-stock inventory
control policy and suggest that the distribution of echelon inventory can be approximated
as a .sum of exponentials which is the basis of their analysis. They optimize the base-
stock levels for multistage examples using their approximation model and compare their
results to simulation results. Their results turn out to be very close to simulation results in
terms of system inventory holding cost. Glasserman (1997) gives more detailed
explanation of their approximation model for single stage and serial systems which also
accommodates imperfect production.
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Chapter 2
Problem Description and Summary of The Solution Approach
2.1 Problem description and objective
The production system for which we will develop a base-stock inventory control policy is
assumed to have the following properties;
1. It is composed of serially connected production stages.
2. There are multiple products to be produced in the system.
3. The setup times associated with each type of product at each stage are significant and
constant.
4. The processing time per unit product at each stage is a random variable with a general
distribution.
5. There are yield problems in the system. Yield is a unit by unit binomial process.
6. There is an infinite supply of raw material before the first stage for each type of
product.
7. Demand arises only at the lowest inventory point after the final stage and it has a
Poisson distribution.
8. Ifa demand can not be satisfied at the moment it arises it is backordered.
9. At each stage only one unit of semifinished product from the previous stage is
necessary for the current stage to start processing.
10. There are no breakdowns in the system.
The following figure is an example of a four-stage system showing the labeling we use
for production stages and inventory points;
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Pro. Stg. Iov.
1 1
Pro.Stg. Iov.
2 2
Pro.Stg
3
Inv.
3
Pro.Stg.
4
Inv.
4
Figure 2-1 Representation of a four-stage system.
The objective of this thesis is to develop an approach to determine the base-stock levels at
each inventory point for each type of product which minimizes the system inventory
holding cost and, at the same time, achieves a certain fill rate or, in other words, service
level at the end product inventory. Other type of restrictions, such as (orcing the expected
inventory level at an inventory area to be less that a certain value can easily be
incorporated in our approach as we explain in chapter 5.
Our problem description is quite comprehensive in terms of the assumptions. We include
many features that a real problem can have in our problem description, such as random
processing times, yield problem, random demand, multiple products and limited
production capacity.
2.2 Summary of the solution approach
Our approach to the solution of the problem, described above, is complete in that it starts
with lot sizing using processing and setup times, and demand data, continues with
establishing the relation between base-stock levels and fill rate, and ends with
approximately optimizing the base-stock levels at each stage by using a heuristic search
method. There has been some work in the literature dealing with one of the first two parts
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of our approach but not all of the three parts, collectively. Thus, our approach has three
main steps as described in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Estimation of the moments of transit times
The transit time for a part is defined as the time period that elapses between the release of
the part from the previous inventory and the entrance of the part to the current inventory.
That is, it is composed of queuing time and service time of the part at the current
production stage. The approach taken here requires that the first two moments of the
transit times of each type of part at each stage be known or estimated. It is clear that the
transit times will be affected by the lot sizing decisions since the lot sizes are important
factors determining both the setup time share of a unit product, which can be found by
dividing the setup time by the lot size, and the queuing time of each lot ofproducts.
The lot sizing decision part of our problem can be classified as multi-product, multilevel,
stochastic lot sizing. This problem is a very complicated one. We needed to simplify it
since the main purpose of this step of the approach merely is to get good estimates of the
first two moments of the transit times under steady state conditions provided by using
certain lot sizes. One may even skip this step if good estimates of these moments are
known from a simulation study or historical data. Therefore, we ignored the multilevel
property of the lot sizing problem.
There is an important fact regarding the entire analysis. If the real distribution of the lead
times, the transit times plus the delay due to lack of inventory at the previous inventory
point, can be approximated satisfactorily by a gamma distribution, our analysis will be
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exact. The deviation from the true values will, thus, be dependent on the following two
items;
1. How good a gamma distribution can represent the real distribution of the lead times.
2. How good our estimates ofthe first two moments of the lead times are.
After finding the estimates of the first two moments of the lead times for each product at
each stage under steady state, we carry out the analysis product by product and consider
the interaction among products and capacity limitation as we find the estimates. We
address the lot sizing issue and the estimation of the moments of the transit times in
chapter 3.
2.2.2 Establishing the analytical relationship
The analytical relationship to be established here is between the base stock levels (the
decision variables) at each stage for each product and the fill rate, the system performance
measure, for each product. As we stated in the literature review part, we will apply a
method suggested by Svoronos and Zipkin (1991) to establish the relationship. We
modified this analytical model since our problem setup differs from the one they
assumed.
We selected to use fill rate as the system performance measure. Any other system
performance measure can easily be replaced or used together with the customer fill rate in
our approach. Because the analytical model provides the state of the system at all stages,
our search heuristic can easily accommodate any restriction based on these states, such as
inventory level or backorder level restriction at any stage. We explain the analytical
model in chapter 4.
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2.2.3 Approximate optimization of base-stock levels
Here the optimization means the determination of the base-stock levels which minimize
the system inventory holding cost. The single restriction of assuring a predetermined :fill
rate needs to be taken into account in the cost minimization process.
We suggest a heuristic search procedure that accomplishes this approximate optimization
part of the approach. The heuristic utilizes the analytical relationship introduced in
subsection 2.2.2 to calculate the system inventory holding cost and the customer
satisfaction rate for a given set of base-stock levels at each stage. We discuss this search
heuristic in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Lot Sizing and Estimation of The Moments of Transit Times
3.1 Introduction
As we mentioned in chapter 2.2.1 estimates of the first two moments of the transit times
are the inputs for the second step of our approach and lot sizes directly affect transit
times. We consider one stage at a time as we make lot sizing decision in our multi stage
system where the processing times has general distribution. As an approximation we will
model each stage as an MlG/1 system and utilize a published method by Karmarkar et al.
(1992) and Karmarkar et al. (1985) which relates the lot sizes to waiting time in the queue
and in the system in the MlG/1 system.
In general, lot sizing models have traditionally aimed at a tradeoff between inventory
holding and setup costs. They concentrate on finished goods and echelon stocks and
overlook the congestion and queuing delays. These delays, in turn, increase the lead time.
Long lead times mean high levels of work-in-process inventories and poor inventory
"turn" which is defined as l/(lead time) in Kannarkar et al. (1985). They also cause high
levels of safety stock since the variance of the lead time increases proportionally to lead
time. As a result, the competitiveness of a firm can be harmed.
It is usually assumed that the performance of a manufacturing system with delays and
queues is primarily due to dispatching and sequencing at production resources. But in fact
the lot sizing policy applied in the system is another major factor affecting the queuing
behaviors in the system. Large lot sizes cause queue buildups at production resources
since large lots tie up the resources for long time periods. Reducing the lot sizes will be
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helpful up to a certain point. After this point, reduction of lot sizes will cause longer
queue buildups and delays because of the frequent setups leading to high workloads at
production resources and, after a threshold, explosively increasing queuing times.
The model presented here ignores the setup costs and concentrates on queuing delays,
whereas the traditional EOQ models do not consider the queuing delays and their
consequences in the system. Rummel (1989) shows that the cost models based on the
minimization of queuing delays and lead times are more representative in terms of cash
flow than the traditional ones mentioned above.
The results of the published model by Karmarkar et al. (1992) is quite different than the
usual EOQ models. They show that lot sizes are linear in setup times and processing rates
and increase explosively with total utilization. The queuing delays are also approximately
linear in setup times and convex increasing in total utilization.
3.2 Model formulation
In the published model by Karmarkar et al. (1992), it is assumed that the demand and
processing times are constants. We use the expected value of processing times and
demand as an approximation since we are just looking for rough estimates of the
moments of transit times using relatively "good" lot sizes. Subsequently, we relax this
assumption and use random processing times as we calculate the transit times
corresponding to the lot sizes calculated. We account for the yield factor as we calculate
the demand for each stage. We divide demand arising at the inventory of the last stage by
the multiplication of the yield factors of all down stream stages, including the current
stage, to find the effective demand for a stage.
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What follows is the model and analysis for a single stage which has to be- repeated for
each stage.
Let i = 1..n index values for individual products and define
Di : Expected demand for item i (units/time)
Pi : Processing rate for item i (units/time).
Qi : Batch size for item i.
'Ti : Setup time for item i.
Xi : Processing time for a batch of item i.
The expected processing time for a batch of item i is given by
Qi)X- =7- +(-~ ~ Pi
Let Ai = (~:) denote the number of batches per time unit for item i. Ifwe assume that a
batch arriving at a facility is selected randomly, the probability of selecting a batch of
item i is;
and the mean service time is ;
or
'" D- Q-L,J{(~)(Ti + pt')}
E[X] =' I:~
i Qi
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The mean waiting time in queue for this system is given by the Pollaczek-Khinchin
formula (Buzacott, lA. and Shanthikumar, lG. (1993)) as
E[W(Q)] = >'E[X2]
2(l-p)
l:>'iX~
where the traffic intensity p = (AE[X]); A = L:Ai and E[X2] =~ . The average
time spent in the system by a batch is (Xi + E[W(Q)]).
Here, the problem is to determine the batch sizes for each item that minimizes the
queuing delays of batches. This problem is represented by the following non linear
programming model;
W* = min E[ W{Q)]
Qi>O
S.T.
D· D·4: {(p;) + (Ti Q;)} < 1
1
The constraint is equivalent to p < 1 .
3.3 Derivation of the heuristic rule for lot sizing
Following are the dimensionless quantities defined to simplify and clarify the
relationships involved in the derivation:
D·
Ui = p; ,the work center utilization due to item i
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U = L: Ui , the total utilization of the work center
i
Qiq. - -- ,a dimensionless batch size.t - (0;7;)
Pi = (P~i) = qiUi ,batch size expressed as the ratio (run time/setup time)
Si = (t) and s = L: Si ,the proportions of time spent in setups for item i, and in total,
i
respectively.
ti = ( -..IL ) , a dimensionless setup time.
L:Tj
j
w
w = - ,a dimensionless waiting time in the queue.
L:Tj
j
Using this notation we can write the dimensionless mean queue time as ( following
Karmarkar et al. (1992) )
From this expression, it is apparent that it is enough to specify Ui and ti to describe a
problem instance. The domain ofw as a function of Si is the interior set
s = {s : L:Si :S 1 - L:ui, Si 2: 0 for all i }
i i
denoted by int S. Now we can state the problem as
w* = min w(s)
sEint S
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Kannarkar et al. (1992) derive three closed form heuristic rules to find the lot sizes based
on bounds on w* and certain relationships that they establish, instead of using an
optimization technique to solve the model above. We elected to use the second heuristic
rule among the three since it outperfonns the other heuristic rules and gives results close
to optimal in the experiments included in the paper, specially at utilization levels 70% or
higher. We give a brief discussion of this second heuristic rule.
Some relationships and bounds on w* that are presented and proved in the paper are
2w* = ti{( ~~)2 - l} for each i
t
2 I:!iUi
i
WL = --;-:-~(l-u)
2 I:!iui
i
Wu = (l-u)2
and WL :::; w* :::; Wu
The heuristic rule we seleced is obtained by assuming that utilization levels are high and
that w* » ti. Using the relationship in the first equation above, this assumption leads to
the following
t·(Ui )2 = 2w*
t Si
or
The heuristic rule is then obtained by substituting Wu as an estimate for w* ;
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After the proper substitution, this expression translates into the following one that yields
the lot size, Qi ;
3.4 Estimation of the moments of transit times
We use the heuristic rule described in the previous section to find the lot sizes for each
product at each stage. This rule is based on the assumption that the processing rates or the
processing times are constant. We substitute the expected values of processing rates as
constant processing rates when we calculate the lot sizes. After finding the lot sizes, we
no longer assume constant processing times as we continue with the calculation of the
transit times, the time period that elapses between the release of a unit product from the
previous inventory and the entrance of the unit product to the current inventory. In this
section we explain how to get the first two moments of the transit times of a unit of a
product given that we use the lot sizes calculated. We define the moments for the
processing time of a batch of item i which we use to calculate E[W] and Var[W] later on.
The first moment is
-21-
where ri represents the random processing time of unit of item i. Here, we assume that ri's
are independently distributed, identical random variables. E[X;J is found using the
variance of Xi, Var[Xd;
and the variance of Xi is;
E[Xr] is found using the regular expectation formula by assuming that Xi's will have
normal distribution (Xi I"J N(E[XiJ, Var[Xd). This assumption is justified according to
the central limit theorem sinceXi is simply the summation of many independent random
variables. Hence;
where f(Xi) designates the density function of Xi. The equations that follow yield the
first two moments and the variance of the waiting time of a batch in the M/G/l system
(Buzacott, lA. and Shanthikumar, IG. (1993)). ;
E[W] = >. E[X2]
2 (l-p)
E[W2] _ >. E[X3] + >.2E[X2]2 + >. E[X2]E[X]
- 3(l-p) 2 (1_p)2 (l-p)
Var[W] = E[W2] - (E[W])2
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where E[X], E[X2] and E[X3] are the first, second and the third moments of the
processing times of a common batch, respectively. These moments are found using the
equation
The average transit time of a unit of item i, Ti, e consists ofwaiting time of a batch, setup
time for item i, waiting time for the processing of half of a batch of item i and the
processing time of a unit of item i. That is ;
~+ I
Ti = W + Ti + z= ri
i=l
Using this equation, we find E[TiJ and E[T7] as follows;
QiE[TiJ = E[W] + Ti + ( T + 1 ) E[ri]
Var[Ti] = Var[W] +( ~i + 1 )Var[ri]
E[T7] = Var[TiJ + (E[TiJ)2
We are now ready to continue with the second step of our solution approach since the
first two moments of transit time of a unit for each product at each stage and the demand
rates are all we need as inputs for the second step.
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3.5 A numerical example
We gIVe a numerical example here to illustrate the calculations for a stage. The
calculations go are identical across all stages. The difference in calculations for different
stages, obviously, will be the processing times and demand rates for each product.
In this example, we have a four-stage system with three different products being
produced. Stage 4 is the final stage in the production process. We show the calculations
for stage 2. The data for the example follows:
Available weekly capacity: 5 days/week x 8 hours/day x 60 min./hour =2400 minutes.
Demand: 600 units/week, 190 units/week, 150 units/week for product 1, product 2 and
product 3, respectively.
Stage 2 Proc. time Var. of the unit proc. time Process Rate Setup times
Prod. 1 .6 min/unit. .09 min2. 1.6667 units/min 10 min.
Prod. 2 1.4 min/unit. .49 min2. .7143 units/min 15 min.
Prod. 3 1.6 min/unit. .64min2. .625 units/min 35 min.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Yield rate .9 .8 .85 .7
Table 3-1 Data of the example problem
First we calculate the effective demand rates, Di's, at stage 2 that account for loss due to
the yield problem;
D original demand of product i
i = Product of the yield rates of all down stream stages including stage 2
Dl = 300/ (.8 x .85 x.7) = 630.2 units/week
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D2 = 190/ (.8 x .85 x.7) = 399.2 units/week
D3 = 150/ (.8 x .85 x.7) = 315.1 units/week
The utilizations due to each product at stage 2 are ;
Ul = 630.2 / (1.6667 x 2400) = .157
U2 = 399.2 / (.7143 x 2400) = .233
U3 = 315.1/ (.625 x 2400) = .210
Total unitization at stage 2, u = .60. Now, we can calculate the lot sizes for each product
using the expression given in previous section;
{i;TjUj2PiTi jQi = (l-u) -----;;:;-
Q _ 2 x 1.6667 x 101 - (1-.6)
2 x .7143 x 15Q2 = (1-.6)
2 x .625 x 35Q3 = (1-.6)
(lOx .157 + 15~:33 + 35x .210) = 92.85 ~ 93 units
(lox .157 + 15X
1
:33 + 35x .210) = 48.74 ~ 49 units
(10x.157+15x.233+35x.210) -_ 65.14 _. 65 .
.- umts
35
Next we find the first two moments and the variance of the processing time of a batch for
each product corresponding to the lot sizes above;
E[Xd = QiE[rd +Ti
E[Xl] = 93 x .6 + 10 =65.8 min
E[X2] = 49 x 1.4 + 15 = 83.6 min
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Var[Xi] = QiVar[riJ
Var[Xl] =93 x .09 = 8.37 min2
Var[X2] =49 x .49 =24.01 min2
E[X3] = 65 x 1.6 + 35 = 139 min
E[X;] = Var[Xi ] + (E[Xd)2
E[X~] = 8.37 +65.82 = 4338.01 min2
E[X~] = 24.01 + 83.62 = 7012.97 min2
E[X~] = 41.6 + 1392 = 19362~60 min2
Var[X3] = 65 x .64 =41.60 min
2
E[Xr] = f: xr f(Xi) dXi
E[X~] = 286542.54 min3
E[X~] = 590298.76 min3
E[X;] = 2702966.17 min3
E[X;]'s were found by applying the regular expectation formula using Maple.
Demand rates in batches for each product are;
)q = 630.2 / 93 =6.7763 batches/week
A2 = 399.2/49 = 8.1469 batches/week
A3 = 315.1 /65 = 4.8477 batches/week
Total demand, A = 19.771 batches/week. The calculations for the moments of the
processing time of a common batch are
E[X] = (6.7763 x 65.8) + (8.1469 x 83.6) + (4.8477xI39) - 91 062 .19.771 - . nun
E[X2] _ (6.7763 x 4338.01) + (8.1469 x 7012.97) + (4.8477xI9362.60)
- 19.771
= 9124.16 min2
E[X3] _ (6.7763 x 286542.54) + (8.1469 x 590298.76) + (4.8477x2702966.17)
- 19.771
= 1004196.67 min3
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Th ffi ' " AE[X] 19.771x91.062 75 U' h ~ de tra c mtenslty IS p = 2400 = 2400 = . . smg t e moments loun
above and the traffic intensity, we calculate the first two moments and the variance of the
waiting time of a batch as follows;
E[W] - (19.771/2400) x 9124.16 - 1503 .
- 2x(1-.75) -. mm
E[W2] _ (19.771/2400)x1004196.67 + (19.771/2400)2x9124.162
- 3x(1-.75) 2x(1-.75)2 +
(19.771/2400)x9124.16x91.082
(1-.75)
-- 83605.44 min2
Var[W] = 83605.44 - 150.32 = 61015.35 min2
Finally, we are ready to find the first two moments of the transit times of a unit for each
product at stage 2 :
E[T1] = 150.3 + 10 + (9: +1)x.6 = 188.8 min
Var[Td = 83605.44 + (9: +1)x.09 = 83609.71 min2
E[TiJ = 83609.71 + 188.82 = 119255.14 min2
E[Tz] = 150.3 + 15 + (~ +l)x1.4 = 201 min
Var[Tz] = 83605.44 + (~ +1)x.49 = 83617.93 min2
E[T~] = 83617.93 + 201 2 = 124018.93 min2
E[T3] = 150+35+(6; +1)x1.6 =238.9 min
Var[T3] = 83605.44 + (6; +1)x~64 = 83628.88 min2
E[T~] = 83628.88 + 238.92 = 140701.54 min2
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It can be seen that the waiting time of a batch dominates the results in this example.
We have also calculated the waiting time of a batch corresponding to two sets of lot sizes.
In the first set, lot sizes are fixed at approximately half of the lot sizes we calculated in
the example and in the second set, approximately three times those values. The lot sizes
arid the corresponding waiting times are the following;
I:
II:
Ql =45
Ql = 300
Q2 = 25
Q2 = 150
Q3 = 32
Q3 = 200
E[W] = 282.12 min
E[W] = 237.02 min
This brief sensitivity analysis shows the fact, explained in Karmarkar et al. (1992), that
having smaller lot sizes than the optimal ones affects the waiting time much more
drastically than having larger lot sizes. The waiting time calculated in the example was
E[W] = 150.3 min.
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Chapter 4
The Base-Stock Inventory Control Policy
4.1 Introduction
In this part of the thesis, we present the model that relates the base-stock policy
parameters to the system performance measure, namely the fill rate. This model is a
modified version of a published model by 8voronos and Zipkin (1991) for arborescent
network structure. We modified the model to take the yield issue into account and used
the modified model to analyze our serial system.
As we stated earlier we assume that demand occurs at the last stage inventory and it is a
Poisson process. Each stage follows a base-stock, or (8-1,8), or one-for-one
replenishment policy. This policy requires a single parameter 8 ~ 0, base-stock level for
each stage.
If we assume that a system with four stages starts with inventory levels equal to base
-
stock levels at each stage, every single occurrence of demand at the last stage causes an
order to be placed with the inventory of the third stage. In turn, this order becomes a
demand for the third stage and an order is immediately placed with the second stage
inventory, etc. Thus, every demand at the last stage results in an order being placed
against each stage inventory in the system, immediately.
A demand at the last stage inventory is satisfied immediately if there is inventory or after
a delay if backordered. But for the previous stages, a demand is always satisfied after a
time period. This time period involves both a delay time associated with the previous
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inventory and a transit time due to the production activities. Both the delay time and the
transit time are stochastic variables. The transit times in our model are assumed to have a
gamma distribution.
Svoronos and Zipkin (1991) assume that the orders are processed sequentially and do not
cross in time; that is, a FIFO queuing discipline is followed. This is not an issue in our
model since we analyze the system one product at a time after finding estimates for the
transit times at steady state and, hence, there is no difference among orders.
Another important assumption of theirs is that the transit times are independent of the
demands and orders in the system. This assumption is justified if we suppose that there
are many orders in the system at steady state so that our units comprise a quite small
portion of the total workload. It is as if the transit times are determined by observing a
queuing system at steady state and we do not influence the transit system by the decisions
we are making. The estimates of the moments of the transit times that we found in section
3.1. are of this nature.
Some useful features of the model are that the lead times are assumed to be stochastic
and, not only the mean of transit times is important in the model, but also the variance of
transit times matters.
4.2 Notation
A Expected demand rate.
Ti Transit time before stage i, the random time from the release of a unit by the
inventory of stage i-I until the receipt of the unit at the inventory of stage i.
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expected to be greater then 95%, the chance of finding solutions with high backorder
levels at any stage will be small.
6.3 An Improvement To The Search Heuristic
In the phase two of the heuristic, we select the reduction that has the highest gain to loss
ratio, as we defined earlier. To add in some diversity to the search such that the procedure
is less likely to settle for an inferior local optimal solution, we suggest random selection
among feasible reductions. This selection, however, is not completely random. We give
weights to the candidate feasible reductions proportional to their respective gain to loss
ratios so that the larger the gain to loss ratio of a reduction is, the better chance it has to
be selected. We include this modified version of the code in the appendix as well.
For any problem, we iterate a predefined number of times and at each iteration we find a
solution to the problem. At the end of the iterations we get the output as the minimum
cost solution among the solutions produced. This means the improvement comes along
with a computational cost.
We have modified the code of the search heuristic and run this improved version of the
heuristic for seven problems among the problems used before. We set the number of
iterations to 20 for all the problems. The following table shows system inventory holding
cost from the original and the improved versions of the search heuristic.
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2 71760.52 70680.52 1.5
3 138040.4 134712.5 2.4
5 85837.09 82724.17 3.6
7 76854.78 69166.76 10
8 26409.42 22943.72 13.1
12 41833.66 38439.65 8.1
13 137742.4 137692.4 .04
Average 5.53
Table 4-3 Improved results
The result table basically shows that the improved version of the heuristic has the
potential to give better results. It is not difficult to see that the improvement can increase
as we increase the number of iterations which translates into computational cost. For
example, in our experiment, the computational cost of the improved version of the
heuristic is 20 times that of the original heuristic since we set the number of iterations to
20 in the improved version.
6.4 Conclusion
The problem of the determination of a base stock inventory control policy for a
production system with several stochastic features is a very complex one due to the many
related random variables and their interaction. In this thesis, we have tried to simplify
some of the decisions involved in an approach to identify base stock inventory control
policies for serial production systems.
Our approach provides decisions that one needs to make in a realistic setting when
determining an inventory control policy in a production system: lot sizing decision,
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modeling an inventory policy and fixing the parameters of an inventory policy to yield
cost effective results.
We have used published models as a basis for the first two parts of our approach, after
some modifications and additions to tailor them to our problem. As part our approach, we
have developed a heuristic search method based on marginal benefit analysis to set base
stock levels in the new model. The analytical model provided excellent approximation
results when compared with those of a simulation model.
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programmam
**************************************************************
* *
* THE IMPROVED VERSION OF THE HEURISTIC *
* TO APPROXIMATELY OPTIMIZE BASE STOCK LEVELS *
* *
**************************************************************
real dem(15),lotsz(15),exdel(15),exlead(15),extrt(15)
$,ex2trt(15),smin(15),exbmin(15),eximin(15),invcst(15)
$ ,exkk1(15),exk(15),exb(15), exbb1(15),exd(15),vartrt(15),
$ varlead(15),vardel(15),vark(15),s(15),pr(15),eps(15),n(15)
real exi(15),benfind(15),yield(15),
$totcst,vS,alfareq,multip,prob(15),totbenf,s2(15)
integer step,alf(15),bta(15)
real*16 alfacur, deltaalf(15), deltacst(15)
external binpr, rnset, mopt, munf
real*16 GD,GC,binpr
integer stop,numstg,a,b
numstg=4
multip = 60*8
open (unit=10, file='serv.inp', status='old')
open (unit=20, file='service.out', status='new')
do 999 kkk=1,15
read (10,*) dem(4)
do 303 i=1,numstg
read (10,*) alf(i),bta(i)
extrt(i)=alf(i)*bta(i)
vartrt(i)=alf(i)*bta(i)**2
print *,extrt(i),vartrt(i)
303 continue
do 305 i=1,numstg
read (10,*) invcst(i)
print *,invcst(i)
305 continue
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**
do 101 ml=l,noiter
alfareq= 95
alfacur= 100
if(smini.lt.l000) step = smini/20+1
if(smini.ge.l000) step = smini/l0+l
do 68 i=l,numstg
s(i)=s2(i)
68 continue
99 print *, 'Step »> ',step
print *, 'alfa beginning» ',alfacur
*** CALCULATE THE PERFORMANCE FOR THE CURRENT SET OF BASE
*** STOCK LEVELS
1 call perfcal (numstg,extrt,vartrt,s,dem,exb,exd,exi,exk)
totcst = 0
do 84 i=1,numstg
totcst = totcst + invcst(i)*exi(i)
84 continue
vs = totcstlalfacur
*** CALCULATE THE DELTA COST AND DELTA PERFORMANCE
*** ASSOCIATED
*** WITH THE REDUCTIONS OF EACH BASE STOCK LEVELS
call red_cst (extrt,vartrt,s,dem,numstg,totcst,
$ alfacur,deltacst,deltaalf,step,invcst)
do 77 i=l,numstg
benfind(i)=O
print *,'delta cost...',deltacst(i),'delta alf ..',deltaalf(i)
print *,'exi..',exi(i)
if(deltaalf(i).eq.O) deltaalf(i) = 0.000000001
77 continue
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istr = 0
max=O
totbenf=O
do 78 i=l,numstg
if ((alfacur - deltaalf(i».gt. alfareq
$.and. deltaalf(i).gt.O) then
benfind(i)=deltacst(i)/(deltaalf(i)*vs)
totbenf = totbenf + benfind(i)
*
*
*
* print *, 'benfit ... ',benfind(i)
if(benfind(i).gt.max) then
max=benfind(i)
istr=i
end if
else
benfind(i)=O
end if
78 continue
*
ind=O
***
***
SELECT THE REDUCTION RANDOMLY (WEIGHTED BY BENEFIT/LOSS
RATIO) AMONG FEASIBLE REDUCTIONS
if(totbenf .gt. 0) then
ran = munfO
do 79 i=1,numstg
if(i.eq.l) then
prob(i) = benfind(i)/totbenf
else
prob(i) = benfind(i)/totbenf+prob(i-l)
endif
if (ran.lt.prob(i) .and. ind.ne.l) then
istr = i
ind= 1
endif
79 continue
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**
83
*
endif
if (istr,eq,O) then
do 83 i=l,numstg
print *,'&&& alfa current&&& ',alfacur
, *' , (')' ' , '(')' b ' be')pnnt ,s.. ,s 1 ,ex mv .. ,exl 1 ,ex ., ,ex 1
continue
print *, 'exd ..',exd(numstg),'alf.', l-exb(numstg)/exk(numstg)
else
print *, 'Selected »>', istr
s(istr)=s(istr)-step
if (s(istr).1t.O) s(istr)=O
alfacur=alfacur-deltaalf(istr)
go to 1
end if
gage = step
step = step / stepdvd
if ( step .It. 1.0) step = 1
if ( gage .gt. 1) go to 99
totcst=O
do 87 i=l,numstg
totcst = totcst + invcst(i)*exi(i)
87 continue
if(gmin,gt.totcst) then
print *,f cost »>', totcst
gmin = totcst
do 103 jh=1,numstg
sminGh)=sGh)
exbminGh)=exbGh)
eximinGh)=exiGh)
103 continue
. endif
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print *, 'cost',totcst
101 continue
print *,'miminimum', groin
write (20,*)'-----------------------------------------'
write (20,*)'---D----alf-----bta----------Y------,
do 105 jh=1,numstg
write (20,*)demGh), alfGh),btaGh),yieldGh)
105 continue
write (20,*)'--S-------------B--------------1---------'
do 104 jh=1,numstg
print *,sminGh),exbminGh),eximinGh)
write (20,*) sminGh),exbminGh),eximinGh)
104 continue
write (20,*)'fill reate» ',alfacUf, 'Req ratre »',alfreq
write (20,*)'Totcost = ',totcst
write (20,*)'----------------------------------------'
999 continue
end
***********************************************************
* SUBROUTINE: INITIALIZES THE BASE STOCK LEVELS *
***********************************************************
subroutine inits (extrt,vartrt,dem,numstg,sc,exk,pr,n,exd)
real extrt(15),vartrt(15),dem(15),exb(15),eps(15),pr(15),
$exd(15),exk(15),vark(15),sc(15),s_1 ,bb1(15),vard(l5),ex2d(l5),
$varlead(15),exlead(l5),exkk1(15),exbb1(15),n(15)
print *, 'OOTS'
do 72 i=l ,numstg
. if(i .gt. 1) varlead(i)=vard(i-1)+vartrt(i)
if (i .gt. 1) exlead(i)=exd(i-1)+extrt(i)
if (i .eq. 1) varlead(i) = vartrt(i)
if(i .eq. 1) exlead(i) = extrt(i)
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exkk1(i) = dem(i)**2 * (var1ead(i)+ exlead(i)**2)
exk(i) = exlead(i)*dem(i)
vark(i)=(exkk1(i)+exk(i)) - exk(i)**2
pr(i) = 1.0- exk(i)/vark(i)
if (pr(i) .gt. .99999) pr(i) = .99999
eps(i) = pr(i)/(l.O-pr(i))
n(i)= exk(i)/eps(i)
en = exk(i)/eps(i)
s_1=sc(i)-l.0
$
sc(i)=5
exd(i)=10
inc=1000
20 continue
if( inc .ge. 1 ) then
10 continue
if(exd(i) .gt. 0.000001) then
sc(i)=sc(i)+inc
print *,IS »',sc(i)
s_1=sc(i)-1.0
exb(i) = (n(i)*eps(i)-sc(i))*GC(pr(i),n(i),s_1)+
(1+eps(i))*sc(i)*GD(pr(i),n(i),sc(i))
if(exb(i) .It. 0.0000001) exb(i) = a
exd(i) = exb(i)/dem(i)
print *,exd(i)
go to 10
end if
*
*
* print *,'ex back init',exb(i)
exd(i)=8
sc(i)=sc(i)-inc
inc=inc/lO
go to 20
end if
sc(i)= sc(i)+1
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exd(i)=O
exbb1(i)= (n(i)*(n(i)+1)*eps(i)**2 -
$ 2*n(i)*eps(i)*sc(i) + sc(i)*(sc(i)+1))*
$ GC(pr(i),n(i),s_l) + ((n(i)+l)*eps(i)-
$ (sc(i)+1))*(1+eps(i))*sc(i)*
$ GD(pr(i),n(i),sc(i))
ex2d(i) = exbb1(i)/dem(i)**2
vard(i) = ex2d(i)-exd(i)**2
72 continue
do 49 i=l, numstg
print *,'start ss >.',sc(i)
exd(i)=O
49 continue
return
end
***************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE: REDUCES THE BASE STOCK LEVELS AND FINDS *
* ASSOCIATED DELTA COST AND DELTA PERFORMANCE *
***************************************************************
subroutine red_cst (extrt,vartrt,sc,dem,numstg,totcst,alfacur,
$ deltacst,deltaalf,step,invcst)
real extrt(15),vartrt(15),dem(15),exb(15),eps(15),
$p(15),n(15),invcst(15),
$exd(15),exk(15),vark(15),sc(15),s_1 ,ex2trt(15),totcst,cst,exi(15)
integer step
real* 16 deltaalf(15),alfacur,alfbuf,one,hund,exback,exnor,
$ deltacst(15)
print *,'start red_cst'
do 74 i=l,numstg
if(sc(i).gt.O) then
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sc(i)=sc(i)- step
buffsc = sc(i)+step
if (sc(i).lt.O) sc(i)=O
call perfcal (numstg,extrt,vartrt,sc,dem,exb,exd,exi,exk)
cst=O
do 75 i2=1,numstg
cst = cst + invcst(i2)*exi(i2)
75 continue
if(exk(numstg).le.O) exk(numstg) = 0.000000001
hund=100
one=1
exback=exb(numstg)
exnor=exk(numstg)
alfbuf= hund*(one-exback/exnor)
deltaalf(i) = alfacur - alfbuf
deltacst(i)= totcst - cst
sc(i)=buffsc
else
deltaalf(i)=O
deltacst(i)=O
endif
74 continue
return
end
***************************************************************
* SUBROUTINE: FINDS THE PERFORMANCE FOR A SET OF BASE *
* STOCK LEVELS *
***************************************************************
subroutine perfcal (numstg,extrt,vartrt,sc,dem,exb,exd,exi,exk)
real extrt(15),vartrt(15),sc(15),dem(15),exb(15)
$,exi(15),exd(15),it
$, varlead(15),eps(15),exkk1(15),n(15),
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$ex2d(l5)
$,s_1 ,exlead(15),exk(15),vark(l5),exbb1(15),vard(15)
real pr(15)
integer n_1 ,n1
print *,'start pereaI'
do 20 i=1,numstg
if (i .gt. 1) varlead(i)=vard(i-l )+vartrt(i)
if (i .gt. 1) exlead(i)=exd(i-l)+extrt(i)
if (i .eq. 1) varlead(i) = vartrt(i)
if(i .eq. 1) exlead(i) = extrt(i)
exkkl(i) = dem(i)**2 * (varlead(i)+ exlead(i)**2)
exk(i) = exlead(i)*dem(i)
vark(i)=(exkkl(i)+exk(i)) - exk(i)**2
pr(i) = 1.0 - exk(i)/vark(i)
eps(i) = pr(i)/(1.0-pr(i))
n(i)= exk(i)/eps(i)
en = exk(i)/eps(i)
exb(i) = (n(i)*eps(i)-se(i))*
$ GC(pr(i),n(i),s_1 )+(1+eps(i))*se(i)*
$ GD(pr(i),n(i),se(i))
exbbl(i)= (n(i)*(n(i)+1)*eps(i)**2-
$ 2*n(i)*eps(i)*se(i) + sc(i)*(sc(i)+1))*
$ GC(pr(i),n(i),s_l) + «n(i)+I)*eps(i)-
$ (se(i)+1))*(1+eps(i))*se(i)*
$ GD(pr(i),n(i),se(i))
exd(i) = exb(i)/dem(i)
ex2d(i) = exbb1(i)/dem(i)**2
vard(i) = ex2d(i)-exd(i)**2
n_l =n(i)-1
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nl = n(i)+l
s_2 = sc(i)-2
it=O
toti=O
do 39 it=O,s_l
toti = toti + it*GD(pr(i),n(i),it)
39 continue
exi(i)=sc(i)*(l-GC(pr(i),n(i),sc(i)))-toti
20 continue
******************************************************
* FUNCTIONS TO OBTAIN REQUIRED PROBABILITIES
******************************************************
real*l6 function GC(p,k,s)
real p,s,pr,k
integer i,ki,xi,ni,xi2,id
real*l6 GCl,GC2,cp,cpl
pr = 1.0-p
ki=k
do 222 id=1,2
if(id.eq.l) xi=ki-l.O
if(id.eq.2) xi=ki
cp=O
ni=O
do 40 i=O,s
ni=xi+i
if ((xi+1).1e.O .and.((Leq.O).or.(i.eq.l))) then
cpl=O
else
if ((xi+1).eq.l .and. Leq.O) then
cpl=pr
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{ /
printf("\n\nOUTPUT FILE (Enter File Name with Path):\n");
scanf('i%s", output_file_name);
fflush(stdin);
sprintf(filename,"%.20s", output_file_name);
printf("WARNlNG: %.20s will be written over and the old data lost!\n",filename);
printf(" Is this O.K.? (yes/[no])\n");
scanf("%1s",&y_n);
fflush(stdin);
}
output_fp = fopen(filename,"w");
/* Read in random number seed */
printf("\n\nRANDOM NUMBER SEED (Enter Integer Between 0 and 65534):\n");
scanf("%ld", &mdsd);
fflush(stdin);
fprintf(output_fp,"The Random Number Seed Used Was, %ld\n",mdsd);
/* Read in run number of stopping events */
printf("\nEnter Number ofEND Events to Run:\n");
scanf("%ld", &stop_event_count);
fflush(stdin);
/* PLACE CUSTOMIZED INITIALIZATIONS HERE */
fprintf(output_fp, II Time\t Event Count");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTINV[");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTINV[");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTINV[");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTINV[");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTDEM");
fprintf(output_fp,"\t TOTSAT ");
fpnntf(output_fp,"\n----------------------");
for (i=O; i<51 ; ++i) fprintf(output_fp,"-");
fprintf(output_[p,"\n");
/* Initialize CSIGLIB variables and files */
cjnitlk(mdsd);
c initfilesO;
}
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void
run_endO
'E12rintf("\r\nNOnnal completion after %f time units\n",current_time);
Antf("The Next Seed In the Random Input Stream is %ld\n",mdsd);
printf("Output written to, %s",output_file_name);
/*for safety: close all files file...exitO should do this anyway*/
/* fcloseallO not an ANCI C standard function, use with Microsoft C */;
exit(O);
}
/****************************/
/* EVENT FUNCTIONS */
/****************************/
/*** ***/
void
RUNO
{ J
int _edge_condition[3];
/* state changes */
ALF[1]=2;
ALF[2]=4;
ALF[3]=4;
ALF[4]=5;
INV[1]=843;
INV[2]=266;
INV[3]=479;
INV[4]=280;
BTA[1]=3;
BTA[2]=2;
BTA[3]=2;
BTA[4]=4;
YIELD[l]=.66;
YIELD[2]=.87;
YIELD[3]=.84;
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YIELD[4]=.82;
IND=O;
. IND3=0;
IND2=0;
CUTTIME=750;
ENDTIME=7750;
DEMMEAN=5;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = ( 1=1 );
_edge_condition[l] = ( 1=1 );
_edge_condition[2] = ( 1=1 );
/* schedule future events */
if Ledge_condition[O])
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = DEMND_event;
even(.priority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[1])
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + CUTTIME;
event_type = TIMER_event;
event-priority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[2])
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + ENDTIME;
event_type = END_event;
event-priority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
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/*** ***/
void
INV4()
{
int _edge_condition[1];
/* state changes */
TOTINV[4]=TOTINV[4]+IND*(CLK-INVCHG[4])*INV[4];
INV[4]=INV[4]-1;
INVCHG[4]=CLK;
TOTSAT=IND*(TOTSAT+1);
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = (1=1 );
/* schedule future events */
if Ledge_condition[O])
{
for (tjndex=3; t_index<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[t_index] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD4+_event;
event...priority = 5;
schedule_event();
}
}
/*** BACKORDER STAGE 1 ***/
void
ORD4+0
{
int _edge_condition[2];
/* state changes */ .
NOOR[4]=NOOR[4]+1;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
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/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = (INV[3]>0);
_edge_condition[l] = (INV[3]=0);
/* schedule future events */
ifLedge_condition[OD
{
for (tjndex=3; t_index<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = INV3_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[1D
{
for (t_index=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
~vent_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = BACK3_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
/*** INVENTORY STAGE 2 ***/
void
INV30
{ .
int _edge_condition[2];
/* state changes */
TOTINV[3]=TOTINV[3]+IND*(CLK-INVCHG[3D*INV[3];
INVCHG[3]=CLK;
INV[3]=INV[3]-I;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = ( 1=1 );
_edge_condition[l] = (1=1 );
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/* schedule future events */
if Ledge_condition[OD
{
for (t index=3; t index<maxatr; t index++) transfer[t index] = 0.0;
,- - - -
event_time = current_time + BTA[4]*ERL(ALF[4D;
event_type = ORD4-_event;
event'yriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[1D
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD3+_event;
event.Yriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
/*** BACKORDER STAGE 1 ***/
void
BACK30
{
int _edge_condition[l];
/* state changes */
BACKOR[3]=BACKOR[3]+1;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*l
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = ( 1=1 );
/* schedule future events */
if Ledge_condition[OD
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD3+_event;
event'yriority = 5;
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schedule_eventO;
}
}
/*** INVENTORY STAGE 1 ***/
void
INV20
{
int _edge_condition[2];
/* state changes */
TOTINV[2]=TOTINV[2]+IND*(CLK-INVCHG[2J)*INV[2];
INVCHG[2]=CLK;
INV[2]=~[2]-1;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they wi11*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = ( 1=1 );
_edge_condition[l] = ( 1=1 );
/* schedule future events */
ifLedge_condition[OJ)
{
for (t_index=3; t_index<maxatr; t_index++) transfer[t_index] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + BTA[3]*ERL(ALF[3J);
event_type = ORD3-_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
(,~
if Ledge_condition[1J)
{
for (t_index=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD2+_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
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/*** BACKORDER STAGE 1 ***/
void
BACK20
{
int _edge_condition[1];
/* state changes */
BACKOR[2]=BACKOR[2]+1;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = (1=1 );
/* schedule future events */
if Ledge_condition[O])
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD2+_event;
event-priority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
/*** INVENTORY STAGE 2 ***/
void
INVI0
{
int _edge_condition[2];
/* state changes */
TOTINV[1]=TOTINV[1]+IND*(CLK-INVCHG[1D*INV[I];
INVCHG[I]=CLK;
INV[I]=INV[I]-I;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they will*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
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/* state changes */
~O()Fl[I]=~()OFl[I]-I;
X[I]=FlND;
/* Evaluate edge conditions now so that they wi11*/
/* not be changed by preemptive event execution */
_edge_condition[O] = (X[1]>YIELD[I] );
_edge_condition[l] = (BACKOFl[I]=O&&X[I]<=YIELD[I] );
_edge_condition[2] = (BACKOFl[J]>O&&X[I]<=YIELD[I] );
/* schedule future events */
ifLedge_condition[OJ)
{
for (t_index=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = ORD1+_event;
eventyrionty = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[1J)
{
for (t_index=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = INVl_0_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
if Ledge_condition[2J)
{
for (tjndex=3; tjndex<maxatr; tjndex++) transfer[tjndex] = 0.0;
event_time = current_time + 0;
event_type = BACK1_0_event;
eventyriority = 5;
schedule_eventO;
}
}
/*** ***/
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void
TIMERO
{
/* state changes */
IND=l;
IND2=1;
}
/*** ***/
void
ENDO
{
/* state changes */
IND3=1;
}
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